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Fiamma Pouncer

Fiamma Pouncer is an NPC created by Jack Pine.

Fiamma Pouncer

Species & Gender Anthro Female
Organization: Independent
Occupation: First Mate of a starship

Rank: N/A
Current Placement: ISS Brimstone

Character Description

Appearance: Fiamma is cat like anthro with fiery orange hair that is shoulder length towards the back,
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but has some over the shoulder towards the front. Her fur in majority is dark brownish grey with her
lower face and front torso being covered in white fur instead. She stands 5'9 and has a long feline tail.
Her features are youthful and soft, giving her a constant look of being full of energy and active.

Personality: She is fiercely independent, and has an adventurous personality. New places, sights, and
sounds thrill her. Fiamma is also very rebellious and does not like to follow figures of authority, preferring
relationships built around trust and respect. Sadly she is prone to acting without thinking, and has a fixed
view on right and wrong. Having slightly tomboyish tendencies, Fiamma still finds time to express herself
as a woman, through actions, words, and her fashion sense.

History & Relationships

History: Fiamma was born in YE 19 on Yamatai before her family moved off planet. They moved
constantly for 7 years before finally settling down on the backwater of Planet Osman. This had made a
pretty hectic life style for her growing up during her childhood. To escape the stress such moves put on
her family, she explored each new location as much as possible. For the next fourteen years her family
farmed algae which was a growing export produce on the planet. With the arrival and founding of the
OSO, Fiamma having grown somewhat rebellious and fiercely independent, decided she wanted to leave
the planet and roam again. She applied with Section 6 seeing them as the path to best achieve this. Now
at the age of 21, Fiamma still continues to work at S6, enjoying any ship board position rotations she
could be assigned too.

In YE 40, Fiamma had been on several successful jobs with the crew of the ISS Brimstone. Even had a
girlfriend for a bit, but difference in work drew them apart. Separating, work went on for the cat girl as
she learned the ship in and out, as well as serving as Kessler's right hand. Even now in YE 41, it's much
the same, just going from one job to the next as the work yet goes on.

In 9月 YE 42, she visited a bar near the train station in Ternifac1).

Relationships:

Roberta Pouncer - mother
Roberto Pouncer - father
Jack Pine - employer
Beaumont - coworker
Rose Ironhart - coworker

Inventory

The character owns the following:
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Salvage

Box of heavy duty trash bags 2)

Illegal drugs/boosters (!?) 3)

Star Army Weather Gear 4)

Lorath warrior plate armor 5)

Motor-Assisted Bicycle 6)

OOC Notes

This NPC was created by Wes on 2018/01/21 19:47.

Art by lovelycuteadopts. Paid adoptable purchased and owned by Wes.

Character Data
Character Name Fiamma Pouncer
Character Owner Jack Pine
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM

1)

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/open-rp-welcome-to-the-kikyo-sector.66506/
2)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 51-69, IC: 3576-9717-114
3)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 99-64, IC: 4512-25273-152
4)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 17-71, IC: 1264-2116-86
5)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 30-89, IC: 2727-22752-116
6)

YE 42 Salvage Giveaway, TC: 80-43, IC: 3497-17257-114
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